Sv650 front turn signals

Hey Chris, nice work. Is it OK to mention this post of yours and provide a link? Actually I'd be
honored if you'd take a look at that post at my blog, I tried to enumerate all I could remember for
improving visibility. Hopefully to give you some more ideas, and if you have some ideas I might
missed, please tell me. Best regards! Dear Chris: I am amazed at the trend by many to reduce
the size of turn signals and other lights to the dimension of aspirin. I like lots of bright lights,
and if they flash like a disco in the 80's â€” so much the better. I read your tool list with
admiration, and went to see that I had all of them. I can't use them, but I do like looking at them.
Nice blog today. MotoCraze: Thanks! That would be great if you linked back to this post. The
RGS is also getting two extra driving lights to complete the "light triangle" for better visibility.
My GS also has reflective tape on the side panels. Dear Jack: yea, so small no one can see them
but they are still legal. I think it goes with removing the rear fender, so they are covered in mud
too. Jack Riepe I think you're missing the point here. LED blinkers actually shine better and
stronger than the regular ones! That's the reason for this replacement. Slightly smaller, yes, but
shines way better! Another important thing is that LEDs are very reliable. With quality LEDs you
can count with them lasting longer than your bike, or until they're broken, while the regular
bulbs can burn out easily. In my quest to make my SV more visible to other road users and to
the future pleasure of my riding companions, I upgraded my turn signals to bright LEDs. One of
the signals was also burned out and the bulb is not removable. The previous owner of my bike
replaced the stock signals with the little orange ones below which people had a tough time
seeing during the day. There are many bolts and screws of different sizes, and I wanted to
remember where they all went since I did this work over many days. Use the 4mm allen wrench
for the side panels around the main seat then use the 6mm allen wrench for the main seat.
There are two rubber posts shown below that sit firmly in the rubber grommets. Carefully pull to
the sides and remove. It took a while to remove all the old electrical tape. The black stock
connector is the right side and the grey one is the left. I also covered the all the wires in
heatshrink tubing before mounting. The old signal is on the left and the new on the right. Since I
did this most last winter, and am now just posting. I can also comment that others say they are
much easier to see too. They flash faster than the old bulbs did. I did purchase a flasher relay to
slow them down, but I like them flashing faster as it is more eye catching. Labels: electrical ,
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